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Abstract. - A new class of grammars called Epsilon Weak Précedence (EWP) grammars is
obtained by generalizing weak précedence grammars to include e-rules. We show that the EWP
grammars defîne exactly the deterministic context-free languages and f or all k^O, the class of
EWP grammars with at most k z-rules defîne a class of languages that is properly included in the
class of languages defîned by EWP grammars having no more thon k+\ z-rules.
Résumé. - Nous définissons une nouvelle classe de grammaires qui sont appellèes grammaires
de précedence faible avec epsilon (EWP) en généralisant les grammaires de précédence faible dans
lesquelles sont permises des z-règles. Nous démontrons que les grammaires EWP définissent
exactement les langages algébriques déterministes. Pour tous fc^O, la classe de grammaire EWP
avec au plus k z-règles définit une classe de langages qui est proprement inclue dans la classe des
langages définie par les grammaires EWP qui ont au plus k+ 1 e-règles.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hiérarchies of subclasses of context-free languages have been studied in
the literature. Kurki-Suonio [12] showed that for all k^O, the class of LL(fc)
grammars defmes a class of languages that is properly included in the
class of languages defîned by LL(A:+1) grammars. Harrison and Havel [7]
established a hierarchy of strict deterministic languages that is characterized
by the number of states of DPDAs accepting them. Finally, Harrison and
Yehudai [8] proved an infinité hierarchy of deterministic context-free languages. They showed that for ail k>0, the class of all languages accepted by
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a DPDA with k accepting configurations is properly included in the class of
languages accepted by a DPDA having k+ 1 accepting configurations.
In this paper, we establish a new infinité hierarchy of deterministic contextfree languages. We generalize the well-known class of weak precedence grammars by permitting e-rules. This new class of grammars, that we call the
class of Epsilon Weak Precedence (EWP) grammars, is shown to describe
exactly the deterministic context-free languages. Our hierarchy of deterministic context-free languages is characterized by the minimum number of 8-rules
that must appear in EWP grammars defining them. We show that the class
of EWP grammars with at most k £-rules define a class of languages which
is properly included in that defined by EWP grammars having k+\ £-rules.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains
our notational conventions, basic définitions and results assumed throughout
the paper. Readers familiar with the définitions and notational conventions
found in Aho and Ullman [2] may skip this section. The notion of Epsilon
Weak Precedence grammars is developed in section 3. In this section, we
show that EWP grammars are unambiguous and present the EWP parsing
algorithm. Section 4 establishes the équivalence of the EWP and the deterministic context-free languages along with the hierarchy of EWP languages.
The paper is completed by pur concluding remarks in section 5.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Définitions, examples, lemmas and theorems are numbered sequentially in
the order they occur in each section. The number désignation has the form
s.k where 'Y' dénotes the section number and "k" the occurrence index.
For any set of symbols, V, F* wîll dénote the set of ail strings of finite
length over V, including the empty string, £. F + dénotes F* — { s } . If oc is a
string in F*, a" dénotes the Az-fold concaténation of a with itself; a 0 = 8 and
a" = aa"~ 1 , n^l. The length of a string, a, is denoted | a | . For ail
unary operators, PREFk and SUFFk, are defined on F* as follows:

««Mei; * '"' pô
[8

if oc=

and
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A context-free grammar (abbreviated "CFG") is a 4-tuple,
G=(N, S, P, S), where N, Z, P and S dénote the nonterminal set, terminal
alphabet, production set and stari symbol, respectively. The vocabulary of
G, N U S , wiil be denoted by VG. The augmented form of a grammar,
G = (N, S, P, S), is defmed as G' = (NKJ { S' }, Z, P U { S' -> S } , S"), where
S' 4 VG, If a and P are strings in V%, we write "a =>GP" to dénote a dérivation
neP* of p from a in G. The notations, "=>n"5 "=>*", and "=> + " dénote a
dérivation rc, a dérivation having zero or more steps and a dérivation having
one or more steps, respectively. Subscripts lm or rm are used to dénote
leftmost or rightmost dérivations. If p : A -*• 8 is a production in P, then A is
said to be erasable, and p is called an s-rule. The set of erasable nonterminals
is denoted NE. A nonterminal, Z, is said to be nullable, if Z=> + e. The set of
nullable nonterminals is denoted null(G). A string otPy is a sentential form if
S=>*aPy. A sentential form is called a right (left) sentential form if it is
derived from S by a rightmost (leftmost) dérivation. The string P is said to
be the handle of a right sentential form ocPy, if there exists a rightmost
dérivation S=>*a^4y =>apy. A string y e V% is called a viable prefix of G if
S=>?maA<ù^oL$<o and y = PREFk{a$\ for some k^O. For each Xe VG, the
set FIRSTk(X), k^O is defmed as
FIRSTk{X)= { PREFk{<ù)\X^fm(ù^e^

}.

A grammar is said to be uniquely invertible (UI), if for ail A, BeN,
A -> PeP and B -> PeP imply A = B. A grammar has a cycle if there exists
^4 e TV such that A => + A. A grammar is reduced if for each production, A -• a,
there exist strings x, y, zeE* such that S=>*xAz^xaz
=>*xyz.
We now review the définitions and the concepts assumed in the paper. The
first concept we review is that of simple precedence grammars [15]. We begin
with the définition of the precedence relations <*, = and •> defmed on the
vocabulary of a grammar, G.
2.1: Let G = (N, S, P, S) be a CFG without e-rules. For each
X e N define sets LEFT(X), RIGHT(X) as follows:
DÉFINITION

Let X, Y e VG and /eZ. The precedence relations <% = and •> are defined
on VG as follows:
(1) X = Y, iff there is a production A -> a XY p G P for some ap G V% ;
(2) X «Y, iff there is a Z G N such that X = Z and Y G LEFT (Z) ;
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(3) X->t, iff there is a Z e N such that Z = r and XeRIGHT(Z) or, there
are Zl9 Z 2 e N where ZX±Z2 with X G R I G H T C Z ^ and teLEFT(Z2),
The purpose of the precedence relations is (1) to identify what pairs of
symbols could legally appear in a viable prefix and (2) to classify these pairs
according to whether they define the left end of the handle (<•), the right
end of the handle (•> ) or occurred within the handle ( = ) of a right sentential
form. These relations are used to define a class of grammars that could be
parsed deterministically bottom-up.
DÉFINITION 2.2: Let G = (N, £, P, S) be a CFG. G is said to be simple
precedence if the foliowing conditions hold.
(1) G has no s-rules;
(2) G has no cycles ;
(3) G is Uniquely Invertible ;
(4) The precedence relations, <•, = and •> are pairwise disjoint.
In parsing algorithms based on simple precedence grammars the precedence
relations are extended to include a special symbol, $, used to dénote the end
of the input string to be parsed as well as the bottom of the parse stack.
The algorithm functions by shifting input symbols onto the stack as long as
the relations <• or = hold between the stack top and the next input symbol.
A stack réduction is initiated when the relation •> holds. An error is reported
if no relation holds. When stack réductions are made, the relation <• is used
to locate the left end of the handle in the stack; the unique invertibility
property is then applied to identify the production used to make the stack
réduction.

Because a precedence parser always shifts when either <• or = holds
between the stack top and the next input, the requirement that <• and = be
disjoint can be relaxed. This observation leads to the notion of weak precedence grammar originally due to Ichbiach and Morse [9],
DÉFINITION 2.3: A CFG, G = (N, S, P, S), is said to be weak precedence
(WP) iff the following conditions hold:
(1) G has no e-rules;

(2) G is cycle-free ;
(3) G is uniquely invertible ;
(4) The precedence relations, <•, = and •> satisfy (<\J

—)C\>=0\

(5) If X -> oc A p and Y -* (3 belong to P, then (A, Y ) £ ( « U - ) .
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In [1] it is established that the weak precedence grammars are equivalent
in language power to the class of simple precedence grammars. Fischer [3]
has shown the simple precedence languages to be a proper subclass of the
deterministic context-free languages by demonstrating that the set
h={a0nr\n^0}
U {bOn\2xn\n^Q}
is not a simple precedence language.
Simple precedence grammars can be generalized to (m, n) precedence grammars by increasing the number of symbols used to define the precedence
relations [6]. Graham [5] showed that every deterministic context-free language is defïned by some (2,1) precedence parsable grammar.
We now review the class of (m, n) Bounded Right-Context grammars [4].
The conditions of (m, n) Bounded Right-Context grammars guarante that in
each step during a parse, the next action of the parser may be uniquely
determined by examining the next n input symbols and at most m + / symbols
of the stack where / is the length of the longest right part in the grammar.
(1,1) Bounded Right-Context grammars define exactly the class of deterministic context-free languages.
2.4: A CFG, G = (N, S, P, S), is said to be (m, n) Bounded
Right-Context (BRC) for m, ra^l, if in the augmented grammar, G', the
conditions
DÉFINITION

(1) $
(2) $
(3)
\x\£\y\9
(4) SUFFm (a') - SUFFm (a) and PREFn (y) = PREFn (œ)
imply a' A y = y Bx ; that is, a' = y, y = x and A = B.
We now review the class of LR(1) grammars and parsers due to Knuth [10].
2.5: A reduced CFG, G = ( N , Z, P, S), is said to be LR(fc) for
A:^0, if in the augmented grammar, G', the conditions
DÉFINITION

(1) S'^*o^œ^ rm apco,
(2) F^yBx^aVy,
(3) FIRSTk(G>) = FIRSTk(y),
imply ot = y, A = B, and x=y.
LR grammars define exactly the deterministic context-free languages. We
now summarize the behavior of LR parsers. First, the notion of LR(fc) items
is introduced.
DÉFINITION 2.6: Let G = (N, S, P, S) be a CFG. We say that [A -> p x . p 2 | u]
is an LR(fc) item for G, if A -• px P 2 e P and weS*fc. [A -> fa . P2 | u] is said
vol. 24, n° 3, 1990
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to be valid for a(31? a viable prefix of G, if there exists a dérivation
S =>*m a A <o =>rm ocpi p 2 a) in G such that u e FIRSTk (œ).
An LR (k) item, [A -» p x . P2 | M], indicates that at some stage during a parse,
we have seen a string derivable from (^ and expect to see a string derivable
from P2, and FIRSTk($2u) is the acceptable input lookahead.
The canonical collection of LR(fc) items for a grammar, G, defined below
{ { ƒ J ƒ is a valid LR (k) item for y} | y is a viable prefix of G }
forms the basis for implementation of LR(&) parsers. Each set of items in
the canonical collection of LR(fc) items is represented by one state of a
Deterministic Finite State Automation (DFSA), known as the GOTO graph.
This DFSA recognizes viable préfixes of the underlying grammar. Two
functions called ACTION and GOTO are used by LR parsers. The GOTO
function is essentially the transition function of the GOTO graph. It takes a
state and a grammar symbol as input and returns a state. For each state of
the LR parser, /, each u e E*5 ACTION (/, u) may have one of the following
values:
• shift;
• reduce;
• accept;
• error.
Each stack entry of the LR parser is a pair (I, X) where I is a state and X
is a grammar symbol. Initially, the pair (70, s) is pushed onto the stack where
Io is the initial state of the parser. Let (I, X) be the top stack and u be the
next k input symbols. The behavior of the LR parser is then summarized as
follows:
(1) If ACTION (I, «) = shift, then the entry (GOTO (I, PREF^u)),
PREF1 (u)) is shifted onto the stack.
(2) If ACTION (I,w) = reduce A->a, where | a | = n, then n entries are
popped from the stack and the entry (GOTO (J, A), A) is pushed onto the
stack where (J. Y) is the n+ \st entry in the stack.
(3) If ACTION (I, u) — accept, then the input is accepted as a valid sentence. (Note that in this case u is $k.)
(4) If ACTION (I, u) = error, then an error is announced.
The conditions of LR grammars guarante that every entry of ACTION
and GOTO tables is uniquely defined.
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3. EPSILON WEAK PRECEDENCE GRAMMARS

Wirth and Weber [15] defmed the relations <•, =*= and •> on the vocabulary
of a context-free grammar with no e-rules by using the notions of LEFT and
RIGHT sets. For each nonterminal, X, these sets contain ail symbols that
could appear, respectively, as the leftmost and rightmost symbols of any
sentential form, œ, satisfying: X=>+(Ù. In our first définition we generalize
the LEFT and RIGHT sets for grammars containing e-rules. Specifically,
L(T) corresponds to the LEFT set defmed by Wirth and Weber. It is defmed
in terms of leftmost dérivations, X ^ ^ C Û , which do not apply any e-rule.
~Le(X) contains those symbols that can appear leftmost in such dérivations
that do apply some s-rule. R(X) and Re(X) are the analogs of L(X) and
L£ (X) for right-most dérivations.
DÉFINITION 3.1: Let G = (N,E,P,S) be a CFG. For each tell, the sets L,
L£, R and R£ are defined to be empty. For each XeN, we define the sets L,
L£, R and Re as follows:

L(X)={Z\

there is a %eP+ such that I ^ m Z a , Z e K G j . a e V%
and for ail (p: F-> e)eP,
+

LE(X) = {ZI there exists 7^ pn2GP

such that ( p : 7

R(X)={Z| thereisa7CGP + such that X=>nrma Z,Z G VG, a e V%
and for ail (p:

7->£)GP,

R£ (X) = { Z | there exists nl p7i2 G P+ such that (p• : Y -• e) G P

and Jr=>aey=>^e=>SaZ,ZeK G ,e6^ and
The sets L, Lg, R and Rg are used to define the epsilon precedence <+, =
and + > . The purpose of epsilon precedence relations are similar to that of
the precedence relations <% = and •> (Définition 2.1.) They classify adjacent
symbols of viable préfixes of the underlying grammar according to whether
they occuT at the left end of the handle (< +)> the right end of the handle
(+>) or within the handle = . The relations <+ and = are identical to <•
and =, respectively, if L(Z) is used as the LEFT set of nonterminal X.
However, due to the présence of s-rules, the relation + > is not the same as
•>. In addition to pairs of symbols related by •>, the relation + > contains
those pairs of symbols, (X, i), that as the resuit of erasing some part of a
vol. 24, n" 3, 1990
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dérivation tree constructed entirely of nullable nonterminals, can appear
adjacent in a sentential form.
DÉFINITION 3.2: The Epsilon Precedence (EP) relations <+, = and +>
for a CFG, G = (N, X, P, S), are defïned as follows, where X, Ye{N\J"L)
and
(1)

X=Yi

(2) X< + Y iff there exists ZeN such that X=Z and Y e L (Z).
(3) Defïne ^ = F if there exist Z1Z2, . . ,Z tt , « ^ 1 , in m///(G) such that
l ^ i 7—7

— 7 —Y

*

e

+

Let = be = U = . Then, defîne X+ >t if one of the following conditions
holds:
(à) X=Y,
YeN,teLt(Y);
(b) J = 7 , / e L £ ( y ) U L ( y ) U { Y};
(c) YX=Y29 Y^N, XeR^YjURiYJ
&nd teLe(Y2)UUY2)[J
{ Y2};
(4) Lest $ be a unique symbol not found in VG used as the left and right
end marker of sentential forms in G. Defîne:
$<+X, forallZeL(S);
5 + >/,for ail reL e (S);
X+ > $, for ail Xe Re (S) U R (S) ;
5+>5, iff Senull(G).
Grammars containing more than one e-rule are not Uniquely Invertible
because all the s-rules have essentially the same empty right-part. In our next
définition, the notion of Unique Invertibility is relaxed to apply to grammars
having s-rules.
DÉFINITION 3.3: A CFG, G = (N, S, P, S), is said to be Almost Uniquely
Invertible (AUI), if for ail A, BeN, A^B, A - • peP and B-+ P G P imply
P = £.

Our next définition generalizes the class of weak precedence grammars by
permitting e-rules.
3.4: A CFG, G=(N, 2, P, S), is said to be an Epsilon Weak
Precedence (EWP) grammar if:
(1) G i s AUI;
(2) G is cycle-free;
DÉFINITION

(3) ( i U< + )n+>=0;
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(4) if A-»ocXp and i?-»P are two distinct productions in P, then

(5) for ail Z', Z"eNB(G), Z' i-Z'\
ZeN£(G\ p(Z) is defïned as:

p(Z')Op(Z") = 0 , where for ail

(6) for ail ZeNz(G), (S,
An EWP grammar with k e-rules is denoted EWPk and a language L is
said to be an EWPk language if and only if it is generated by some EWPk
grammar.
The définition of EWP grammars closely resembles that of WP grammars.
Conditions (l)-(4) parallel the définition of WP grammars. Condition (4)
also guarantees that a réduction by some e-rule must apply only when no
ethers apply. Condition (5) permits the unique détermination of the e-rule to
be used in reducing the stack. This condition is interesting from another view
point-it marries the notions of bounded-context and precedence stratégies
through the vehicle of s-rules; that is, when "s" is the handle, the stack top
and lookahead become its bounded left and right contexts, respectively.
Condition (6) deals with the potential conflicts between stack réduction using
8-rules and parser "acceptance."
The class of languages defïned by EWP grammars is larger than that
defïned by WP grammars. This resuit is established in our next lemma.
LEMMA 3.5: The class of WP languages is properly included in the class of
EWP languages,

Proof: Obviously every WP grammar is also an EWP grammar. The EP
relations for grammars without 8-rules are identical to Wirth-Weber relations
and conditions of Définition 3.4 are satisfied by WP grammars. Hence, the
class of WP languages is contained in the class of EWP languages. To show
the proper inclusion, consider the language
L={a0nr\n>0}U{b0nl2*n\n>0}

which is known not to be a WP language [3]. Grammar G shown below, is
an EWP grammar defining L.

s -+aX,
X -+AXI,
X -+A1,
A -ZO,
Z
vol. 24, n° 3, 1990
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TABLE I
L, L£, R, R,, for G.

L
a,b
A,Z
B,0
Z

s

X
Y
A
B
C
Z

0
1

0

L

e

0
0
0

R
X,Y,1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
1

0

0
0
0

0

The sets L, Lg, R and Rg for the nonterminals of G are shown in Table I.
Clearly G is cycle-free and AUL Moreover, the EP relations for G, shown
in Table II, are pairwise disjoint. Also7 G has only one s-rale and condition
(5) of Définition 3.4 is satisfïed, Additionally, the rightmost symbol of no
production in G is related to Z, and (S, $) 4 P (Z)~ Hence, G is EWP and
therefore L is an EWP language.

TABLE II

The EP relations for G.

S

X

Y

A

B

C

Z

a

b

0

s

-

b
0
1
$

+11

B
C
Z

4-

=

<r
-S:

:

11+

a

=

+11

X
Y
A

1

=

; ^

1«
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Our next Lemma establishes the fact that if e is the handle of a right
sentential form, a©, then SUFF1(aL)+>PREF1(®y This resuit is latter used
to relate the EP relations to dérivations in a CFG.
LEMMA 3.6: Let G = (N, Z, P, S) be a CFG.

If

then

X+>a.

Proof: Obviously, if either X=$ or a = $, then from Définition 3.2 we
have that X+>a. We therefore assume that X^$ and a ##. The dérivation
may be written as:
$S$=>*naLiAz^>rma§a"B8'Y^z=>*Ha'a"B8r

\j^rm

a' a" .S 8' 8" axyz= a' a" B 8' 8" a co =>*, a' a" £ a co =>r*m
a'a"0A r X,acû^* m a'a"9Jraû) = aXacû,
where either 8' 8" = 8 (X= B, \ = e,Q = z and a = oc'ot") or X = b.
If 8 = 8'8", then A-»a"X5' r p e P and either Z = F ( 8 ' = e) and aeLE(Y),
orX=Y(b'ït)
a n d a e L e ( Y ) U L ( F ) U { Y}. Hence X+>a.
If 8 = X, then 5=>*m9XX=>^mQX and ^ 6 ^ ( 5 ) . Also F:=>*m8"ax=>*max
and
we
have
that
a e L e ( y ) U L ( Y ) U { Y}.
Additionally,
A ->a" 5 8 ' r p e P , 8'=>*ms and therefore, B=Y. Thus A"+ >^.
We now establish that in a right sentential form ocPco, with the handle of
p, either = or < + holds between adjacent symbols of ocP and
SUFF1(OL)+>PREF1((Ù).
Moreover, we show that if the handle is s(P = e)
and occo is derived from oc Zoo, then (SUFF1 (a), PREFX (a>))e p(Z).
LEMMA 3.7: Let G = (N, E, P5 S) be a CFG.

If

then
(2) X
(3) Either A:>05 and
(3.1) Xk+l<+Xk;
(3.2)
or fc = 0, and
(3.3) (
Proo/' The proof is essentially the same as the proof given in [2] for
grammars without e-rules (An induction on n, the length of the dérivation.)
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We only observe that if k = 0 (the handle is s), conclusion (2) follows from
Lemma 3.6 and conclusion (3.3) follows directly from conclusions (1) and
(2) and Définition 3.4.
We now show that every EWP grammar is unambiguous. This is achieved
by showing that the class of (1,1) Bounded Right-Côntext grammars properly
contains the class of EWP grammars.
LEMMA 3.8: The class of (1,1) BRC grammars properly contains the class
of EWP grammars.

Proof: (1,1) BRC grammars are not necessarily AUL The class of (1,1)
BRC grammars, therefore, do not coincide with the class of EWP grammars.
We show that every EWP grammar is also a (1,1) BRC grammar. Assume
for the sake of contradiction that G = (N, E, P, S) is an EWP grammar which
is not (1,1) BRC. Then, there must exist dérivations
(1)

5^*ma^co^mapQ)

(2)

S^?myBx=>rmy3x

= a'$y

such that o, x, y e Z*, | y | ^ | x |,
SUFFX (oc') = SUFF1 (a),

PREF1 (œ) = PREFt (y)

but i?-> 8^A -» p. We consider three distinct cases and in each case dérive
a contradiction for G being EWP.
Case 1. |JC| = |J>|: For this case we must have that either 8 = 9(3 or p = 98,
for some 0 G V%. Assume without loss of generality that 8 = 0p. Two subcases
are considered.
a.
Let 9 = 9' X, 9' e Kg, X e VG. Then
8 = 9' JT P,

a' = y9' X

and

SUFF1 (a) = SUFFX (a') = X.

Moreover, applying Lemma 3.7 to the first dérivation, we have that
(X, A)e(= U < + ). But A -• p and B^> 0'JSTp = S are productions in P and
we have a contradiction for G being EWP.
b. 9 - e .
If 9 = £ then a'— y and p = 8 = £ (G is AUI). Applying Lemma 3.7 to
dérivations (1) and (2), we conclude that
(SUFFl(a)9PREF1(ai))ep(A)
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and

But
i (<x) = SUFF1 (oc') = SUFFt (y)
and

Hence, p (^4) O P (B) ^ 0 and G is not EWP.
Case 2.

|JC|<|J;|^|8X|

: Assume ô = ô 1 ô 2 ) where 5 2 # e ,

8

Y

X

82

a-p

y

Applying Lemma 3.7 to dérivations (1) and (2), we have that
(SUFFt (otp), PREFl (©)) G + >
and

But
SUFFr (a|3) = S C / ^ (a' p) = SUFF1
and
PREF1 (GO) = PREFl O).

Therefore, (= U < + C\ + > ^ 0 and G is not EWP.
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Case 3. | J C | <
where yx = a ' p .

| > | 5 x | : Assume that ^ = y25;c, y 2 ^e. That is, y =
Y

a'fr

6

X

y

Applying Lemma 3.7 to dérivations (1) and (2), we have that
(SUFF1 (otp), PREFX (©)) e + >
and

{SUFF, (y^PREF,

(y 2 ))e(= U < +).

But
SUFF, (ocp) = SUFFX (a' p) = SUFF, ( y j
and
i (co) =

i (y) = PREF, (y 2 ).

Again (= U < + ) H + > / 0 and G can not be EWP.
In our next theorem we formally establish that the class of EWP grammars
is unambiguous. This resuit follows directly from Lemma 3.8 and the fact
that every (1,1) BRC grammar is unambiguous.
THEOREM 3.9: Every Epsilon Weak Precedence grammar is unambiguous.

We conclude this section by presenting our EWP parsing algorithm. The
EWP parsing algorithm is essentially the weak precedence parsing algorithm
except that here the stack may be reduced by some e-rule if no other réduction
applies. The correctness of the EWP parsing algorithm follows directly from
Lemma 3.7 and Définition 3.4.
3.10: EWP parsing algorithm.
INPUT: G = (N, 2, P. S), an EWP grammar.
OUTPUT: A = (/, g), a pair of functions defining the shift-reduce parsing
algorithm.
ALGORITHM
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METHOD:
(1) The shift-reduce function, ƒ, is defined as:
(a) f{$ S, 5) = accept;
(b)f(X9

0 = shift; for ail Xe VGU {$} , ; e E U { # } such that

(c)f(X9 /) = reduce;forallXeK G U{5 }, tel,{j{

(d) f(X,

$ } such that

t) = QTTor; otherwise.

(2) For ail XeVG{j{$},
tel, U { $ } and oce# V% denoting the top /
symbols of the parse stack, where / is the length of the longest right part,
defme the reduce function, g, as follows:
(a) g(a9 t) = i9 if a = a ' P , p^e, i : 5 - > p and for ail A-+SpeP, ôp is not
a suffix of a ;
(b)g(a.9t) = i9 if a = a'X, (X,f)ep(Z), i:Z->eand for ail A-> peP,
p is not a suffix of a ;
(c) g (a, f) = error, otherwise.
4. PROPERTIES OF EWP LANGUAGES

In the previous section we introduced the notion of EWP grammars and
showed that the EWP grammars are unambiguous. The purpose of this
section is to establish two major properties of EWP languages, namely, the
équivalence of EWP and the deterministic context-free languages and the
hierarchy of EWP languages. To prove the équivalence of the deterministic
context-free and EWP languages, we present an algorithm to automatically
transform LR (1) grammars to equivalent EWP grammars.
The algorithm accepts an LR (1) grammar, G, as input and produces an
equivalent EWP grammar, G', by encoding the entire GOTO graph of G's
LR (1) parser into grammar symbols. This way, a grammar symbol that
appears on top of the parse stack will summarize the information that is
contained in the entire stack.
ALGORITHM 4.1: Conversion of arbitrary LR(1) grammars to equivalent
EWP grammars.
INPUT: G = (N, S, P, S), an arbitrary LR(1) grammar.
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OUTPUT: G' = (N', S, P', S% an equivalent EWP grammar.
METHOD: Let C be the canonical collection of LR(1) states for G, such
that the states in C are labeled 4 4 . . . , / i n 5 m > 0 , where Jo is the initial
state in C, and for ail i, O^z^m, Jt$ VG.
(1)
Sr = [J0,S\,
/* = 0 ,
and
N'={[J0,S\).
(2) For each state 7eC and each item [A -> . Ax A2. . . An | u]eI, n^0, do
Define:
Ii=GOTO{I,AxA2.

. .A^j) C),

U= { u | there exists an item [A^> AXA2. . .An. \u] in In
{a)

Pf-Pf

U {{I, A]^[IX, A,]^,

A2], . .[In, An][In+l, A^A,A2.

U {[I» Aà^If'Ai,

If'^elAiEi:,

. ,An, U]}

l^ién}

U{[IH + 1, A^AtA2.

. .An9

U\^>E}.

Algorithm 4.1 encodes the state information used by the LR(1) perser for
G into the symbols of G'. We observe that N' can be written as the union of
disjoint sets N", Nx, Nt and Nr defined below:
N" = {[ƒ, A] | le C, A G TV and there exists an item [A -+ . a | u] in I}
Nz—{ [/, a] | le C, a e S and there exists an item [A -• a. a P | u] in I}
U\\leC9 A-*aeP,

f/gZ and for all MG C/
there exists an item [A -• a. | u] in / }

Note that / ^ Z .
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Moreover, productions in F have one of the following forms:

A^Za,

AeNz, ZeNl and

• [7, A]^[I19 ^ J [ / 2 J A2]. ..[ƒ„, An)[In + uA^A1A2.

. .AH9 U], n^

[7,
and for ail i, 1 ^ i: ^ n H-1 and each ueU, there exists an item
[A^AXA2.
. . ^ . i . ^ . . .An\u] in 7(,
We now show that G' in algorithm 4. 1 is indeed EWP and L(G') = L(G).
First, we establis that L(G') = L(G).
LEMMA

4.2: In Algorithm 4.1, L(G') = L(G).

Proof; We first prove that any arbitrary nonterminal of the form [/, A] G N',
AeN, dérives in G' exactly those terminal strings that are derived by A e TV
in G. That is,
(1)

[I, A]=>g,(û if and only if A=>gco5

oeP.

If: Suppose A=>^co, we prove by an induction on n that for ail 7e C such
that [/, A]eN', we have that [ƒ, A] =>g,œ.
BASIS: W = 1 . For n = l , A-*G> is a production in P. Moreover, for each
IëC such that [ƒ, A]eN', there must exist a production

[/, A] -> [/ls œ j [J2, ©2]. . . [JM, © J [Im+

l,A^(x>1<ù2...com,U\

in P', where G> = (Ù1(U2. . . œn and

are productions in F. Hence,
[ƒ, A] => [7l5 ©J [72, ©2]. . . [/m, © J [7m+19 A -> ©! co2. . . com5 Ü]
[/l9 œj[7 2 , ©J. . .
[A> û>l][^2. ©2]- • *© x © 2 . . . «„,-!©„,
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Thatis,

[I,A]=>&(Ù.

INDUCTIVE STEP: Assume that for ail k, k<n, n>\, A=>Q<Û, implies that
for ail / in C such that [/, A] e TV', we have that [ƒ, A] =>g, co. Now consider a
dérivation A =>£<». Since n> 1, A=>Q(Ù may be written as

A=>GA1A2,

. . ^ m ^ - 1 ( û 1 c û 2 . . . a ) m = a).

That is? A -+A1A2. . .Am9 m>0, is a production in P, and for ail /, 1 ^i^m,
Ai=>n(i(ùi, nt<n, (0feX*. Moreover, for ail le C such that [/, A] e N', P' rnust
contain a production
[I, A]^[IU

AJVz, A2]. . .[Imi AJ[Im + u A^A^z.

Obviously, for each z, l^i^m,

. .Am, U}.

such that Ate*L, we have that A^cùt and

[ 4 At] = [4 CÛ J => If i cof =>©, = ^.
is a dérivation in G'. Moreover, for ail /, l^i^m, such that A(eN, we have
that Ai=>'i}(ùi1) ni<n and it follows from the inductive hypothesis that
Ui, ^J^G'GV Hence,

is a dérivation in G' and the desired resuit is established.
Only if: Suppose [/, A] =>£, CÛ. Define the homomorphism h as follows:
CeZ;

Now consider a dérivation
[ƒ, ^] = a 0 =>rm ai =>rm a 2 . . . =>rm an
in G'. By an induction on n, we show that A=>h (oc„) is a dérivation in G.
BASIS: « = 0. For n = 0, we have that a o = [7, A] and h(ao) = A. Clearly,
^ =>* h(ao) = A is a dérivation of length zero in G.
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n>0, A=>*mh(aik) is a

[I, A]=>^ 1 a l l -i = al-i-X r v=>o;_ l Pv = aII.
That is, X-* p is the production used to dérive otn from an_1. If P^s, then
clearly

On the other hand, if P^8, then X=[J, B], / e C and BeN{JZ. If
then we must have that $ = JBB and similar to the previous case we have
that h(an_1) = h(oLn). However, if BeN, then
p = [7 l5 BX][J2, B2]. . .[Jl9 Bt][Jl + l9 B^B1B2..

.BUU\

and

B^>B1B2. . J,eP.
Hence,

and

=

B,][J2y B2]. . .[ƒ,, 5 J [ / / + 1 , B-+B1B2..
h(an_l)B1B2...Blv.

.Bl9 U\)h(y)

Thus, h(an_1)=>:¥ h(an) in G, and it follows from the inductive hypothesis
that ^4 =>* h (an) is a dérivation in G.
The special case of dérivation (1) where / is the label of the initial state in
C and A = S results in the statement
S' =>* © if and only if S =>£ œ, co e 2*

We now prove that G' of algorithm 4.1 is EWP.
LEMMA

4.3: In Algorithm 4.1, G' is an EWP grammar.

Proof: We prove that G' is an EWP grammar by showing that G' satisfies
the conditions of Définition 3.4.
1. G' is Almost Uniquely Invertible.
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Let A->a and i?-»a, oc^e be productions in F. We show that A = B.
Since ot^e, then exactly one of the following must hold:
a. a = fa,/eCandfl€2.
b. a = [ / l 5 x j [ / 2 5 x2].. .[ƒ„, x j [ / m + 1 , j r - ^ * 2 . . .JTM, £/], m ^ o .
Clearly, if (#) above holds, then A = [I, a] = B. If the condition (b) holds,
ho werver, we must have that A = [Iu X] and B= [Iu X], X, X e N and for all
M e U the items

belong to state I in C. But G is LR(1). Therefore, these items are not distinct
and X=X*. Hence G' is AUI.
2. G' is cycle-free.
Assume the contrary and let [/, A] =>+ [I, A] be a dérivation in G'.
Obviously, A$1L. Applying an argument similar to the one provided for
Lemma 4.2, we conclude that A =>+A is a dérivation in G. But G is assumed
to be LR(1) and therefore, cycle-free. Hence, G' is cycle-free.
3. ( = U < + ) n + > = 0 for G'.
If (= U <+ ) H + > ^ 0 for G\ then there must exist A e VG. and bel (2)
such that either (A, b)e(= f\ +>) or (A, b)e(< + Pi + >)• We consider each
potential conflict of EP relations separately and in each case show that the
conflict may not be present in G'.
1. A<+b and A+>b: If A< +b, then there must exist a production
X^aABfi
in P\ where beL,(B). But each terminal symbol, b, appears in
productions of the form [ƒ, b] -> f è, where f -» £ is the only production with
f in its left-part Thus, for ail YeN', L(F) O ^ = 0 and therefore, for no b
in £, the relation A<+b may hold. Hence, (< + D + >) = 0 for G'.
CASE

CASE 2. A = b and A + > b: If A = &, then clearly ^4 is a symbol of the form
f, leC. The symbol 7* appears only in the production [I, b\^fb and
therefore is related to b only by = . Thus, (= O +>) = 0 for G'.

4. If ^ -> aXP, and B -^ p are productions in P', then (X, B) $ (= U <+ ).
Assume the contrary and let A -» aX$ and ,5-^ P be distinct productions
in P' where (X, B)E(= U < + ) . Clearly, p / e . Otherwise, we must have that

(2) Observe that if (X, Y) G + > , then 7e S.
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U Nr and since the symbols in £ U N r appear only in the extreme right
of any right-part in G', (X, B)$(= U < + ). Let p = P' Y. It then follows from
the forms of the productions in P' that either FeE or Y=[I, C-» 8, U]eNr.
If F e S, then we must have that pf = IYeNt for some 7eC and therefore
a l = £ . This must hold since the symbolds of Nt appear only in the extreme
left of any right-part in G'. On the other hand if Y=[I, C -• 8, U]eNr, then
it follows from the construction that | aX$' | = | p' | = | Ô |. Again a X must be
the empty string. Considering the fact that G' is AUI, we conclude that
A -> otXP and B -> P are not distinct and the proof is complete.
5. For ail Zu Z2eN,(G% Z^Z2, 9{ZX) H p(Z2) = 0 .
Let (X, t)ep(Z1)Dp(Z2y
We show that Zt = Z2. Clearly X G A ^ " U { 5 }
and Zx and Z 2 belong to Nr U JV|. Three cases are considered:
CASE 1. Z1eNl and Z2eNl: Obviously, each symbol of the form F in Nt
appears only in a unique production, [ƒ, #] -» F a and for each (Y, b)e p(F),
we must that b^a and Y< +F. Thus, Z1 =fu Z2 = Jt2, X< +Jt1 and X< +f2,
J2, J2eC. If X = 5, then Z1 = Z2 = Jt0 where / 0 is the label of the initial state
in C. If XeN", then there must exist productions
[K, A] - [Ku AJ [K2, A2]...

[Kn, AJ [Kn+1, A^

A,A2.

. . An, U]

and
[K, A'] - [K\, A\\ [K2, A'2]...

[Km, A'J [K'm+1, A' -+ A\ A'2. . . A'm, U']

such that for some i and y', 1 ^i<n, 1 ^j

and
J*2eL([lCJ+uAj+J)That is,

A

i = AP

and
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But, Ki + 1 = GOTO(Ki9

A^ = GOTO{K'p A'j) = Krj+1, Thus, JX = J2 and there-

fore, / i =/ 2 * Hence, Z1=Z2.
CASE 2. Z x eNr and Z2eNr: Let Z=[In + l9 A -+A1A2. . ,An9 U]eNr. Then
there exists a production

in P'. Assume that (Y, è)ep(Z). Obviously, YeN"\j{$}
and
If Y = $, then we must have that n = 0 and [/, ^]eL([/ 0 , S])U { [ / 0 - ^ }
where [70, 5] = 5", and therefore In + 1 = J0. On the other hand if Y / # , then
either
• n>0and y=[/B,^J;or
• n = 0 and there exists a production
[A, B] -> [^ls ^ J [^2, 1?2]. . . [ ^ BJ [Kn+^B^B^...

Bm, V\

such that m>\, [/, ^]6L([Jf i+1 , 5£+1]) and Y = [
Hence,

ü:', Y)

Y = [K,Y]

Moreover, Z+ >b and we must have that either [I, A] = [J0, S\ or there is a
production
>

such that /> 1 and for some i, \^i<l,

5 ' ^B\B'2...

B'h V\,

we have that

\I,A]eRt([ICi,B'J)U{[K'i,B'i]}
be FIRST, ([ICi+1, B'i+1][Ki+2, B'i+2]. . .[K"h B®\J{$}.
Therefore, there exists an item [A -• Ax A2. . . An. | b] in state / n + : of C.
Now let Z : = [I1, AX^>VLU Î7J and Z 2 = [72, ^42 -> a2, t/2] belong to iVr and
let (X, è) e p O J H P (^2). Then 7t = / 2 and we must have that
A1^a1—A2-^a2Otherwise, [Ar -> a t . | b] and [^(2 -> a 2 . | è] are two distinct
reduce items in state / ^ ^ in C and G is not LR(1). Moreover, if follows
from the construction that U1 = U2. Hence, Z1 = Z2.
CASE 3 ,Z1eNr and Z2eNl : Employing arguments similar to those provided for cases 1 and 2 we can show that there must exist two items
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[i4->oc.|è] and [2?->p.è5|r] in the same state in C. Again, we have a
contradiction to the assumption of G being LR(1).
A direct resuit of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 and Theorem 3.9 is that the class
of EWP grammars describes exactly the de terminis tic context-free grammars.
THEOREM 4.4: The class of EWP languages is equivalent to the class of
deterministic context-free languages.
Fisher [3] showed the simple precedence languages to be a proper subclass
of the deterministic context-free languages by demonstrating that the set
L={a0nln\n7tl}
U {bOnl2xn\n^l}
is not a simple precedence language.
As our final theorem we generalize Fischer's resuit by establishing an infinité
hierarchy of EWP languages, This is done by showing that for each k^\,

the set Lk = U {ai0nlixn\n^l

}, is an EWPk language that is not an

k^x

language.
The intuitive idea behind the proof is the fact that the precedence parsers,
in gênerai, do not fully utilize the left-context information that is contained
in the parse stack. Any EWP parser acting upon a sentence of Lk must
remember the sentence's first symbol as well as the mumber of zéros that is
contains. Otherwise, zéros and ones can not be properly matched. Since the
stack is the oniy memory available to the parser, this information must
somehow be stored in the stack. The information regarding the fîrst symbol
can be propagated to the top of the stack through s-reductions that for each
possible beginning put a different symbol on stack top (see the grammar in
Lemma 3.5). Therefore, if there are k+\ possible beginnings, then there
must be at least k different erasable symbols. Otherwise, there would be at
least two different sentence beginnings that would propagate to the stack top
as if they were the same. Consequently, the parser would not know how to
match zéros and ones.
THEOREM 4.5: For all fc^O, the class of EWPk languages forms a proper
subclass of the EWPk+1 languages.

Proof:

Clearly,

every

EWPk

language

is

also

EWPk+1.

Let

fc+i

Lk= U {ai0nlixn\n^l},

for ail fc^l. For each k^l

a grammar similar

that given in Lemma 3.5 will establish tat Lk is an EWPk language. We will
show that any EWPk_1 grammar that dérives sentences of Lk also dérives
sentences not in Lk. It is well known [3] that Lx is not a simple precedence
language and thus not EWP0, therefore we assume that k> 1.
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Suppose G=(N, S, P, S) is an EWPk_x grammar such that
Also assume that an input at0n(ù, coel*, n^l, l^/:g&+l is to be parsed
by the Algorithm 3.10. Let at(j) dénote the stack contents after the fh zero
of a(0n(ù is shifted. Following an argument similar to that given in [2]
showing Lx is not simple precedence, it can be shown that each zero of at0n(o
is eventually shifted onto the stack (if not, then the parser can not count
zéros.) Furthermore, there exista, lh Pi5 0^jt^li9 lt>0, Pfe V£, satisfying
1. af(/i + /wX 'i) ==a i(/i)Pr> for allm^O such that^ + m* /.<«;
2. P£ is not a suffix of at (/£);
3. p,- is the shortest string in V% satisfying (1) and (2).
We now show that there exist p and q, 1 ^p <q^Jc+l such that for ail
r^O if after reading ap0Jp+r, the stack contains ap(jp)8, then after reading
aq0J4+r the stack will contain 0Lq(jq)8 (Le. PP = P9, and lp = lq).
For ail l^gz^fc+1, with oc£ (/',-) on the stack and zero on the input, the
parser has exactly k distinct choices. It can either shift the zero or reduce by
one of the k—l s-rules (no other réduction is possible, because no symbol
of a;(/i) c a n participate in any réduction). Therefore there must exista and
q, \^p<q^k+\
such that the action performed by the parser with OLp(jp)
on the stack and zero on input, is the same as the action taken with OLq(jq)
on the stack and zero on input. If the action performed is reduce by some erule, then after zero or more additional réductions not involving symbols of
a
p0p) o r aq(jq)> ^ e input zero must be shifted. Therefore in both cases
immediately after shifting the input zero the stack must contain at (/J 80,
ie{p, q}, 5 => *8. From this point on as long as zero's appear on input, the
action performed by the parser must be the same for p and q. This is true
because in both cases the input symbol and the stack symbols that can
participate in any réduction are the same. It follows, therefore, that P p =p ?
and/, = /,.
Now consider the moves made by the parser acting on the input
string ap0jp + mXl + (l-jp)lpXUp + mXl + il~jp)\ where l=lp = lq- After reading
ap0>P+mXl + «-W9 the stack will contain oc p (/ p )P m 8, 8^*01'SP.
Let s be the
x
8
largest integer such that after reading 1* <•/*+»*' + ('-./V»" the parser will
have OLp (jp) t, on its stack for some Ç G V% (the nest réduction involves
at least one symbol of ap (Jp)). Similarly, consider the input
^O/i + ^ ' + tf-Vl^tV^' +
tf-^.A^
contain a fl (/ (g )P m 8. Let r be the largest integer such that after reading
iqxüq + mxi + (i~jp))-r ^ p a r s e r w y i have OLq(jq)^ on .the stack. Now consider
+ il j )) s+
the string aq0j^+mXl + il~jp)lpXUp+mXl
'p ' \
aq0j^+mXl + il~jp) causes the
m
x
stack to become a,(/ g )p S and iP (JP+mxi + {i-jp))-s c a u s e s t h e stàCyr t o
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Y causes the acceptance. But for

qx(Jq + mxI+(I-Jp))=Px(Jp+mxl+(l-jp))-s
+ r, for ail m^O. This
equality, however, may hold only when m = 0. Thus G is not EWPk_x.

S. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have extended the class of weak precedence grammars
by permitting e-rules. The resulting class of grammars, we have called Epsilon
Weak Precedence grammars (EWP), has been shown to possess two important porperties: they define exactly the deterministic context-free languages
and for each fc^O, the class of languages defined by EWP grammars with at
most k s-rules is properly included in the class of languages defined by EWP
grammars with at most k+ 1 e-rules.
The reason why s-rules increase the language power of weak precedence
grammars is that the erasable symbols can be used to encode the critical
context-information (that are similar to those recorded in the states of LR (1)
parsers) into the right-parts of the productions. A réduction by some e-rule
in an EWP parser is similar to a state transition in an LR(1) parser. The
number of e-rules that are required to define a languages by an EWP
grammar, in this sensé, relates to the number of states that any LR type
parser for the languages must have.
Finally, we would like to point out that our EWP parsing strategy is
similar to the Mixed Strategy Precedence technique [13] in that Reduce/
Reduce conflicts are resolved using a bounded context information. Reduce/
Reduce conflicts in our scheme, however, may arise only when the handle is
the empty string.
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